RULE
FACTORY

COLOUR DEPENDING SPECIAL CARDS

Skip someone!

Play again!

Exchange 2 cards!

Give 2 cards!

suspended for 1 round.

(same colour or card or colourless)

2 card from your hand and in

you can give 2 cards from your hand

exchange draw blindly 2 from his

as a gift.

Choose one fellow player who is

You have to play another card.

Give a fellow player of your chossing

Choose one fellow player to whom

hand cards.
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FACTORY

COLOURLESS SPECIAL CARDS

Wish for a colour or a

Fantastic plus let players

Equalize hand cards!

Defend yourself!

Prevent someone else‘s

Wish for any colour or a

Chooses a person, who has

cards than you in his hands

against you this card can be

Play this card when a player

number from 1 to 9.

to draw four cards from the

who has to draw as many

played instantly. The effect is

got rid of all his hand cards.

(Expect Black)

deck. You can also divide the

cards from the deck until your

cancelled out and you can re-

The player who ended the

four cards between multiple

number of cards are equal.

direct it to another player, as

round then needs to draw

players. And wish for a colour

And/or wish for a colour.

if you had played said card.

three more cards and the

or a number.

(Expect Black)

And/or wish for a colour.

game continues. And/or wish

(Expect Black)

for a colour.

number!

draw 4 cards

(Expect Black)

Choose a player with fewer

If a Special Card is played

victory!

(Expect Black)
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OTHER CARDS
i

viii

ou
fuck y

ou
fuck y
viii

i
Coloured Cards

Black Cards

Fuck You card

Event Cards

played on the same number or on the

the same number. A Black Card

card, when you have exactly ten

and are only revealed when a Black

same colour. They possess no further

activates an Event Card. Black Cards

cards in your hand, including „Fuck

Card has been played. They can turn

special ability (function). There are

cannot be played on other Black

You“. This card can not be willingly

the whole game upside down.

numbers from 1 to 9.

Cards.

given to an opponent.

Coloured Numeral Cards can be

Black Cards can only be played on

You can only dismiss the ìFuck Youì

Event Cards have a white back side

(Exception: during Event Cards)
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